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We construct Z -graded crystal bases for the quantized universal enveloping2
 .algebra of the Lie superalgebra osp 1, 2 r . We show that, like the crystal bases in
the Lie algebra case, these crystal bases carry a remarkable combinatorial struc-
ture. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let g be a Lie superalgebra defined over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic 0. One of the basic problems in the representation theory of
g is to study the tensor product of two simple g-modules. If g is a
semisimple Lie algebra, then any finite-dimensional simple g-module is
completely reducible. On the other hand, if g is a finite-dimensional
simple Lie superalgebra that is not a Lie algebra, then the same result is
 . w xtrue only for osp 1, 2 r by DH . As in the Lie algebra case, the finite-di-
 .  .mensional simple modules L l for osp 1, 2 r are parameterized by the set
 w x.of dominant integral weights l see Kac1, Kac2 . Thus it is natural to
study the multiplicities of the composition factors of the tensor product
 .  .  .L l m L l9 for osp 1, 2 r .
If g is a semisimple Lie algebra, an efficient algorithm for computing
these multiplicities can be given by specializing the corresponding result
for the quantized enveloping algebra obtained via the crystal bases intro-
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duced by Kashiwara. In this paper, we show that a crystal base theory can
 .also be developed if g s osp 1, 2 r , and, as an application, we obtain a
similar algorithm for computing the multiplicities of the simple factors of
 .  .L l m L l9 in this case.
Unlike the quantized enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra,
 .the quantized enveloping algebra of osp 1, 2 r possesses some finite-
 .dimensional simple modules that osp 1, 2 r does not. This fact makes the
 .study of the tensor product in the quantum case for osp 1, 2 r even more
similar to the semisimple Lie algebra case. For example, in the basic case
 .r s 1, the first nontrivial finite-dimensional simple osp 1, 2 -module is the
  ..three-dimensional simple module, while for U osp 1, 2 , there are two-q
dimensional simple modules.
w xBesides the papers Kas1]Kas4 by Kashiwara, there are several books
 w x w x w x.containing material on crystal bases see CP , Jan , Jo . In this paper, we
w xfollow closely the approach in Jan , and try to keep the notation used in
w xJan as much as possible.
 .  .  .Let us assume g s osp 1, 2 r r G 1 from now on, and let U s U gq
 .see Section 2 for definition . For each simple root a of g , denote the
subalgebra of U generated by E , F , K "1 by U a. As in the Lie algebraa a a
case, most of the key computations are reduced to the U a case. If a is
a   ..even, then U ( U sl 2 , and many of the results in the semisimple Lieq
algebra case that involve only a single a will apply without modification. If
a   ..a is odd, then U ( U osp 1, 2 ; hence the results for the case r s 1 areq
central to this paper. In contrast to the Lie algebra case, we need to
consider the category of Z -graded U-modules and Z -graded crystal2 2
bases. In the Lie algebra case, the study of finite-dimensional modules can
 w x.be reduced to the study of modules of type 1 see Jan, 5.4 . However, for
our U, modules of other types need to be considered see Sections 2
.and 4 .
This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we first recall the
definition of U and collect some basic facts about its representations; then
we define the concept of a crystal base for U and consider the crystal
bases for the simple modules of U in the case r s 1 as an example. In
Section 3, we construct two simple U-modules and their crystal bases. In
Section 4, we consider the behavior of the crystal bases with respect to
taking tensor products of U-modules. We show that these crystal bases
possess remarkable combinatorial properties, as in the Lie algebra case. In
Section 5, we first consider the polarization problem, then apply the result
to complete the proof of the existence of the crystal base for any finite-
dimensional U-module. At the end, we use two examples to illustrate how
to use our results to decompose tensor products of U-modules.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
r w xLet h* s C with standard basis d , . . . , d . As in Kac1, 2.5.4 we1 r
choose
 4p s a s d y d , . . . , a s d y d , a s d1 1 2 ry1 ry1 r r r
 .as the set of simple roots of g. We call a 1 F i F r y 1 even and call ai r
odd. Then the even roots of g are given by
"2d , 1 F i F r ; "d " d , 1 F i - j F r , 4i i j
and the odd roots are given by
 4"d : 1 F i F r .i
 .  .Let a a , b g p be the following r = r symmetric matrix:ab
2 y1 0 ??? 0 0
y1 2 y1 ??? 0 0
0 y1 2 ??? 0 0
. . . . . . 2.1 .. . . . .. . . . . 00 0 0 ??? 2 y1
0 0 0 ??? y1 1
 . We define a bilinear form , on the root lattice L s weight lattice, in
.this case by
a , b s a , a , b g p . 2.2 .  .ab
 . rNote that , coincides with the standard inner product on C .
Let q be an indeterminate over the complex number field C, let t s
y1w x  .’ ’yq s i q , let A s C t, t , and let F s C t be the quotient field of
A. For n g Z and n g F such that n / "1, 0, let
n n y nyn
w xn s . 2.3 .n y1n y n
 4For n g Z s 0, 1, 2, . . . , letq
w x w x w x w xn !s n n y 1 ??? 1 , 2.4 .n n n n
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and for j g Z letq
w xn !nn ns j ) 0 , s 1. 2.5 .  .j 0w x w xj ! n y j ! nn nn
w x Following Z , we define U to be the Z -graded associative algebra with2
. "11 over F generated by E , F , K , a g p , with the grading given bya a a
0, if a is even,"1deg K s 0 for all a , and deg E s deg F sa a a  1, if a is odd,
subject to the following relations:
K K s K K , K Ky1 s Ky1K s 1 for all a , b g p , 2.6 .a b a b a a a a
K E Ky1 s q aab E , K F Ky1 s qyaab F for all a , b g p , 2.7 .a b a a a b a b
K y Ky1a aabE F y y1 F E s d , .a b b a a b y1q y q
a s deg E , b s deg F , a , b g p , 2.8 .a b
1yaab
s 1 y a 1ya ys sa b aby1 E E E s 0, . a b as qss0
a / b , a , b / a , a , 2.9 .  .  .r ry1
1yaab
s 1 y a 1ya ys sa b aby1 F F F s 0, . a b as qss0
a / b , a , b / a , a , 2.10 .  .  .r ry1
E3 E y q y 1 q qy1 E2 E E y q y 1 q qy1 E E E2 q E E3 s 0, .  .a b a b a a b a b a
a , b s a , a , 2.11 .  .  .r ry1
F 3F y q y 1 q qy1 F 2F F y q y 1 q qy1 F F F 2 q F F 3 s 0, .  .a b a b a a b a b a
a , b s a , a . 2.12 .  .  .r ry1
Remark. The algebra U has a Z -graded Hopf algebra structure as2
w xgiven in Z , but to study the tensor products of crystal bases, we need a
different coproduct D defined by
D E s E m Ky1 q 1 m E , D F s F m 1 q K m F ,a a a a a a a a 2.13 .
"1 "1 "1D K s K m K ,a a a
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for all a g p . This coproduct is analogous to that used to study crystal
w xbases in the Lie algebra case in Jan, 9.13 .
CONVENTION. To simplify our notation, we will write E, F, K "1 for
E , F , K "1, respectively.a a ar r r
For m g Z , letq
my 1 my1m ymq q y1 q q y1 .  .q yQ m s , Q m s . 2.14 .  .  .y1q q 1 q q 1
 .’Then we have recall that t s i q
my 1 my1q my1 y ymy1.w x w xQ m s y1 t m , Q m s y1 t m . .  .  .  .t t
2.15 .
For m g Z, let
Kt m y Ky1 tym
w xK ; m s . 2.16 .q , t y1q y q
 w x.Then we have cf. Z, Proposition 2.1
mmy1m my1 mw x w xEF s y1 m F K ; 1 y m q y1 F E. 2.17 .  .  .q , tt
We are mainly interested in the finite-dimensional U-modules. Accord-
w xing to Z, Theorem 5.6 , every finite-dimensional U-module is semisimple.
To describe the finite-dimensional simple U-modules, we need to consider
 w x.the type of a module cf. Jan, 5.1]5.4 .
 :Let G s K : a g p be the group of grouplike elements of U, and leta
Ã  :  4G be the group of all homomorphisms f : G ª i s "1, " i under
Ãpointwise multiplication. If f g G, l g L, and M is a U-module, we set
M s m g M : K m s f K q m , l.m for all m g L . 2.18 . . 4l, f m m
Note that E M : M and F M : M for all a g p . There-a l, f lqa , f a l, f lya , f
fore
M s [ Mf lg L l , f
is a submodule of M. If M s M , we say that M is a module of type f andf
write M for M . Note that since q is not a root of unity, a U-modulel l, f
can have at most one type. Furthermore, if V has type f and M has type
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c , then V m M has type fc . Now consider
ÃG* s f g G: ' a one-dimensional U-module M with M s M . 5f
If M and N are U-modules, we say that M and N are equi¨ alent if
M ( N m V, where V s V for some f g G* and dim V s 1. Finally, iff
Ã :  .  .e g i , we define f g G by f K s 1 for a even and f K s e fore e a e a
a odd. If a module V has type f , we simply say that V has type e .e
q   . 4 qLet L s l g L: l, a G 0 for all a g p , and let v g L , 1 F i F r,i
be the fundamental weights of g , i.e.,
v , a s d , 1 F i , j F r . .i j i j
We set
Sqs Lqj Lqq v r2 , S s L j L q v r2 . 2.19 .  . .r r
Let l g Sq. We denote the simple highest weight U-module with a
highest weight vector ¨ satisfyingl
K ¨ s f K ql , a .¨ , a g p 2.20 .  .a l e a l
 .by L e , l , and by abusing language, we also say that l is a highest weight
 .of L e , l .
w xNow we can restate Z, Theorem 3.1 as follows.
THEOREM 2.1. E¨ery finite-dimensional simple U-module is equi¨ alent to
a highest weight module L such that
 . qeither i L has type 1 with highest weight l g L ,
 . q  .or ii L has type i with highest weight l g L q v r2 .r
 .In either case, we denote the module L in the theorem by L l . Note
that l determines the type.
For a g p , m g Z , letq
m w xF r m !, if a is even,qam.F s 2.21 .a m w xF r m !, if a is odd.t
Ä ÄJust as in the Lie algebra case, we can define operators F and E on aa a
 w x.finite-dimensional U-module M for all a g p see Jan, 9.1]9.2 , the only
difference here is the denominator for F m. when a is odd. Let M be aa
a  .simple U -module of dimension n q 1 n g Z if a is even or dimensionq
1 .2n q 1 n g Z if a is odd. Also let ¨ be a highest weight vector ofq n2
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m.  .M. Then ¨ s F ¨ m s 0, . . . , dim M y 1 form a basis of M, andnym a n
we define
Ä ÄF ¨ s ¨ , E ¨ s ¨ . 2.22 .a nym nymy1 a nym nymq1
We need to work with the category C of Z -graded U-modules. We2
 .adopt the convention that L l is Z -graded by declaring ¨ to be even.2 l
w xLet P be the parity change functor on C as defined in M, 3.1.5 . Thus
 .  .P L l is isomorphic to L l as a U-module, but it is Z -graded by2
declaring ¨ to be odd. For the sake of clarity, in some of our results, it willl
be convenient to ignore the Z grading. However, this can easily be2
recovered by using the following remarks.
q ry1  .Let R s 2Z a q  Z a . Then the weights of L l are containedq r is1 q i 0
q  . qin l y R and the weights of L l are contained in l y a y R . Thus1 r
 .  .  .if L e 0, l0 occurs as a composition factor for L e , l m L e 9, l9 , we
have
l0 g l q l9 y Rq;
 .while if P L e 0, l0 occurs as a composition factor, we have
l0 g l q l9 y a y Rq.r
w xLet A be the localization of C t at t s 0.
 w x.DEFINITION 2.2 cf. Jan, Definition 9.3 and Definition 9.4 . A crystal
 .  .base for a U-module M of fixed type f is a pair M , B satisfying
 .A1 M is a finitely generated free A-module, and it generates M as
a vector space over F.
 .A2 M s [ M , where M s M l M .lg S l l l
Ä Ä .A3 F M ; M , E M ; M for all a g p .a a
 .C1 B s D B is a basis of the vector space Mrt M over C,lg S l
 .where B s B l M rt M .l l l
Ä Ä .  4  4C2 F B ; B j 0 , E B ; B j 0 for all a g p .a a
Ä Ä .C3 For any b, b9 g B, and any a g p : b s E b9 m b9 s F b.a a
 .Let L l be a simple U-module as described in Theorem 2.1. Define an
 .A-submodule L l by taking all A-linear combinations of elements of the
form
Ä Ä  4F ??? F ¨ , i g 1, . . . , r , 1 F j F s,a a l ji i1 s
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 .  .  .and define B l ; L l rt L l to be the set of nonzero images of all
  .  ..such elements. We shall see that L l , B l is a Z -graded crystal base2
 .for L l .
wIt is not hard to see that the arguments in the proof of Jan, Theorem
x9.11 work in our case also, and we have
  .  ..  .THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that L l , B l is a crystal base of L l for
all l g Sq. Let M be a finite-dimensional U-module whose composition
 .factors are simple modules described by Theorem 2.1, and let M , B be a
crystal base of M. Then there are elements l , . . . , l g Sq and nonzero1 n
 .homomorphisms of U-modules w : L l ª M such thati i
n n n
M s w L l , M s w L l , B s w B l , .  .  .[ [ Di i i i i i
is1 is1 is1
where the union for B is a disjoint union.
EXAMPLE. Consider the case r s 1. Then U is generated by E, F, and
K "1 with relations
KKy1 s Ky1K s 1, KEKy1 s qE, KFKy1 s qy1F , 2.23 .
K y Ky1
EF q FE s . 2.24 .y1q y q
1q 4  .  4In this case, p s a , a , a s 1, and S s na : n g Z . We shall justq2
 .  .  .  .write L n for L na . Then dim L n s 2n q 1. In particular, dim L 1r2
 .  .s 2, dim L 1 s 3. Note that if n f Z , then L n is not a deformation ofq
 .  .any module of osp 1, 2 . Let ¨ be a highest weight vector of L n , andn
 .define ¨ as in 2.22 . Thennym
2n
L n s A¨ and B n s ¨ mod t L n : 0 F m F 2n 4 .  .  .[ nym nym
ms0
2.25 .
 .define a Z -graded crystal base for L n .2
3. TWO SPECIAL CASES
We construct two simple U-modules and their crystal bases in this
section. These modules and their crystal bases will be used in constructing
other finite-dimensional U-modules and crystal bases.
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 .We first consider the U-module L s L v r2 . Let G be the set of sumsr
of distinct odd positive roots, and let r be the half-sum of odd positive1
 4roots. As a vector space over F, L has a basis ¨ : m g r y G . Them 1
actions of the grouplike elements K are given byl
K ¨ s ql , m .f K ¨ , l g L , m g r y G. 3.1 .  .l m i l m 1
 k  ..The actions of the remaining generators are given by set a s 2ar a , a
¨ , m , a k s 1, 1 F i F r , .mya iiF ¨ s 3.2 .i m  0, otherwise;
¨ , m , a k s y1, 1 F i F r y 1, .mqa iiE ¨ s 3.3 .i m  0, otherwise;
y1y1 ky t q t ¨ , if m , a s y1, .  .mqa rrE ¨ s 3.4 .r m  0, otherwise.
To show that these equations do define a U-module structure, we must
 .  .check that they are compatible with relations 2.6 ] 2.12 . This is immedi-
 .  . w xate for 2.6 , and 2.7 follows easily, as in the proof of Jan, 5A.1 . For
 .  .2.11 and 2.12 we note that all monomials involved in these relations
annihilate L.
 .Let us next check relation 2.8 when b is the odd simple root. If a g p
is even, we have to show that E F¨ s FE ¨ for all m g r y G. Froma m a m 1
 k. the definitions it follows that E F¨ s 0 unless m, b s 1 and m ya m
k. b , a s y1. Using the explicit description of the root system see
.Section 2 , it follows that E F¨ s 0 for all m g r y G. Similarly,a m 1ry 1
FE ¨ s 0. So we may assume that a / a . Then if E F¨ / 0, wea m ry1 a mry 1
have E F¨ s ¨ s FE ¨ . Now let a s b. For all m g r y G, wea m mybqa a m 1
 k.  k.have m, b s "1. If m, b s 1, then FE¨ s 0 andm
K y Ky1y1y1EF¨ s y t q t ¨ s ¨ , .m m my1q y q
and thus
K y Ky1
EF q FE ¨ s ¨ . . m my1q y q
 k.  .The case m, b s y1 is similar. Thus relation 2.8 is verified when b
is the odd simple root. Similar arguments show that our definition is
compatible with all relations involving E and F.
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Let U 9 be the subalgebra of U generated by all E , F , K "1 with aa a a
  ..even. Then U 9 ( U sl r . To check that our definition is compatible withq
the remaining relations, we need to show that L is a U 9-module. For
 .0 F i F r, let G i be the set of sums of i distinct odd positive roots and let
L i s span ¨ : m g r y G i . .  . 4m 1
 .It is easy to see that all elements of r y G i lie in the same orbit under1
 .  .the Weyl group of sl r . Furthermore, the action of U 9 on L i defined
 .above is the same as the action on the simple U 9-module with the r y i th
  ..  w x.fundamental weight for sl r as its highest weight cf. Jan, 5A.1 .
Now let
L s A¨ , B s ¨ mod t L : m g r y G . 4 m m 1
mgr yG1
 .Then it is easy to show that L , B is a crystal base for L. Following the
w x  .   .  ..argument of Jan, 9.6b , we see that L , B s L l , B l , where l s
v r2.r
 .We next consider the simple U-module L v of type 1 with highest1
weight v . This is the quantum analog of the natural g-module of1
dimension 2 r q 1. Let S be the set consisting of all odd roots of g and 0.
 .  4As a vector space over F, L v has a basis ¨ : m g S . The action of U1 m
is given by
K ¨ s ql , m .¨ , l g L , m g S. 3.5 .l m m
¨ , m , a k s 1, 1 F i F r y 1, .mya iiF ¨ s 3.6 .i m  0, otherwise;
¨ , m , a k s y1, 1 F i F r y 1, .mqa iiE ¨ s 3.7 .i m  0, otherwise;
¨ , if m s 0,¡ a r~E ¨ s y¨ , if m s ya ,r m 0 r¢
0, otherwise.
3.8 .
¨ , if m s a ,¡ 0 r~¨ , if m s 0,F ¨ s yar m r¢
0, otherwise.
 4  .Set L s S A¨ and B s ¨ mod t L : m g S . Then L , B smg S m m
  .  ..  .  .L v , B v is a crystal base for L v . The easy verification of these1 1 1
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 .facts is left to the reader. Note that as a U 9-module, L v is the direct1
sum of the natural module of dimension r, its dual, and a copy of a trivial
module.
We summarize the results in this section in the following lemma.
  .  ..LEMMA 3.1. Let l be v or v r2. Then L l , B l is a crystal base1 r
 .for L l .
4. TENSOR PRODUCTS
 .Let M be a finite-dimensional U-module with a crystal base L , B .
For b g B and a g p , we set
Äm Äme b s max m: E b / 0 , f b s max m: F b / 0 . 4.1 .  .  . 4  4a a a a
Recall that the U-module structure on the tensor product M m N of two
graded U-modules M and N is defined by
abu x m y s y1 u x m u y , 4.2 .  .  . 1 2
 .where u and u are given by Du s Su m u as defined by 2.13 ,1 2 1 2
a s deg x and b s deg u .2
THEOREM 4.1. Let M and M be two finite-dimensional U-modules. If1 2
 .  .L , B is a crystal base of M , and L , B is a crystal base of M , then1 1 1 2 2 2
 .L m L , B m B is a crystal base of M m M , and for all a g p , b g1 2 1 2 1 2
B , b9 g B , we ha¨e1 2
ÄF b m b9, if f b ) e b9 , .  .a a aÄF b m b9 s 4.3 .  .a  Äb m F b9, if f b F e b9 ; .  .a a a
ÄE b m b9, if f b G e b9 , .  .a a aÄE b m b9 s 4.4 .  .a  Äb m E b9, if f b - e b9 . .  .a a a
Proof. For a fixed a g p , the proof reduces to the U a case. By
 a .Theorem 2.3 applied to the U case , we can assume that M and M are1 2
a  wsimple U -modules. If a is even, this is just the Lie algebra case see Jan,
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x.Theorem 9.17 , so we only need to consider the case when a is odd. We
1keep the notation of the example in Section 2. For n g Z , letq2
L y1, na , if n g Z , . q
L y, n s 4.5 .  .1 L yi, na , if n g Z q . . q 2
Then we have
1 1L n q [ P L n y , if n g Z , .  . q2 2
L 1r2 m L n ( .  . 1 1 1 L y, n q [ P L y, n y , if n g Z q . .  . q2 2 2
4.6 .
 4  .Note that ¨ is a basis for L 1r2 , with grading given by"1r2
deg ¨ s 0, deg ¨ s 1. 4.7 .  .  .1r2 y1r2
For either case, ¨ m ¨ is a highest weight vector for the first1r2 n
component of the tensor product. To find a highest weight vector for the
 .  .second component, note that by 3.2 and 3.4 , F¨ s ¨ and E¨1r2 y1r2 y1r2
 y1 .y1  .s y t q t ¨ . Hence by 2.13 we have1r2
E ¨ m ¨ s E¨ m Ky1 ¨ q ¨ m E¨ .1r2 ny1 1r2 ny1 1r2 ny1
q n y qyn¡
¨ m ¨ , n g Z ,1r2 n qy1q y q~s n ynq q q
1i ¨ m ¨ , n g Z q ,1r2 n q 2y1¢ q y q
and
¡ 1r2 y1r2q q q
yniq ¨ m ¨ , n g Z ,1r2 n qy1q y q~E ¨ m ¨ s .y1r2 n 1r2 y1r2q q q 1
ynq ¨ m ¨ , n g Z q .1r2 n qy1¢ 2q y q
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Thus we can choose highest weight vectors for the second component as
follows:
q2 n y 1
z s ¨ m ¨ q t ¨ m ¨ for n g Z , 4.8 .1r2 ny1 y1r2 n qq q 1
q2 n q 1 1
z s ¨ m ¨ y t ¨ m ¨ for n g Z q . 4.9 .1r2 ny1 y1r2 n qq q 1 2
Let
2n
L s A ¨ m ¨ , .  er2 nym
ms0 es"1 4.10 .
B s ¨ m ¨ mod t L : 0 F m F 2n , e s "1 . 4er2 nym
 .  .We want to show that L , B is a Z -graded crystal base for L 1r2 m2
 .  .  .   ..L n such that 4.3 and 4.4 hold. We have use 2.13
mmD F s F m 1 q K m F .
my1
jm m j myjy1 my1' K m F q y1 K FK m F .
js0
mod U aF 2 m U a .
my1
jm m yj my1 my1s K m F q y1 q FK m F .
js0
my 1m m y my1 my1s K m F q y1 Q m FK m F .  .
m m ymy1.w x my 1 my1s K m F q t m FK m F .t
Thus
D F m. ' K m m F m. q ty my1.FK my 1 m F my1. mod U aF 2 m U a . .
4.11 .
Therefore
F m. ¨ m ¨ s t m¨ m ¨ q ty my1.t my1.¨ m ¨ .1r2 n 1r2 nym y1r2 nymy1.
' ¨ m ¨ mod t L , 4.12 .  .y1r2 nymy1.
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and for the case n g Z note that deg ¨ s 1 and K¨ sq y1r2 y1r2
y1 .yt ¨ ,y1r2
m. m w xF z s t m q 1 ¨ m ¨t 1r2 nymq1.
q2 n y 1 mm y1q t y1 yt ¨ m ¨ .  . y1r2 nymq q 1
ym q1 my1w xq t t m ¨ m ¨t y1r2 nym
t 2 mq2 y 1
s ¨ m ¨1r2 nymq1.2t y 1
q2 n y 1
ym q1 w xq t q m ¨ m ¨ ,t y1r2 nym /q q 1
1or for the case n g Z q ,q 2
m. m w xF z s t m q 1 ¨ m ¨t 1r2 nymq1.
q2 n q 1
ym q1 w xq yt q m ¨ m ¨ .t y1r2 nym /q q 1
Note that
2 n2 n 2 m ymq y 1 yt y 1 t y t .y my1. ymy1.w xt q m s t qt 2 y1q q 1 yt q 1 t y t
t yt 4 nym q t m .
s ' 0 mod t , .2t y 1
and similarly,
q2 n q 1 t 4 nymq1 q t mq 1
ymq1 w xyt q m s ' 0 mod t . .t 2q q 1 t y 1
We see that in either case,
F m.z ' ¨ m ¨ mod t L , 0 F m F 2n. 4.13 .  .1r2 nymq1.
 .  .Hence the desired result follows from 4.12 , 4.13 and the definition of
Ä Ä   ..the operators E and F see 2.22 .
wAs for the general case, one can argue as in the proofs of Jan, Lemmas
x9.15 and 9.16 . This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Let M be a finite-dimensional U-module, and let M ; M be an
 .  .A-submodule satisfying conditions A1 ] A3 of Definition 2.2. For each
subset S : Mrt M , we set
ÄHW S s a g S : E a s 0 for all a g p , 4.14 .  . 4a
 :   ..and for l g L, e g i , set compare with 2.18
S s a g S : K a s f K q m , l. a for all m g L . 4.15 .  . . 4l, e m e m
 .  .Recall that L e , l was defined in 2.20 . In Propositions 4.2 and 4.3
below, we will ignore the Z -grading on the composition factors of the2
tensor products.
q   .  ..PROPOSITION 4.2. Let l g S and suppose that L l , B l is a
 . qcrystal base for L l . Let m s v or v r2. For each n g S , the multiplicity1 r
 .  .  . <   .of L e , n as a composition factor of L l m L m is equal to HW B l
 .. . <m B m .l, e
w xProof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 9.19 in Jan ,
using the results of Section 3. In fact, the proof is even easier because the
 .  .modules L v and L v r2 have simpler structures than those used in1 r
w xthe proof of Jan, Proposition 9.19 .
We now briefly discuss how to construct finite-dimensional simple
 .  .  .U-modules by using L v and L v r2 . By 3.6 , it is clear that the1 r
k  .  .highest weight of the U-module L L v 1 F k F r y 1 is1
v q v y a q ??? q v y a y ??? ya s v . 4.16 .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 ky1 k
k  .Since the highest weight space of L L v is one-dimensional, it generates1
 . k  . qa U-module equivalent to L v in L L v . Since any l g S can bek 1
written as
ry1
l s m v q m v r2 , m g Z , 1 F i F r , . i i r r i q
is1
the highest weight subspace of
mm mm mm1 ry1 rL v m ??? m L v m L v r2 4.17 .  .  .  .1 ry1 r
 .generates a simple module equivalent to L l . Hence we have the follow-
 w x.ing proposition cf. Jan, Proposition 5A.10
 4 qPROPOSITION 4.3. Let L s v , v r2 . Then for each l g S , there are0 1 r
 .  .not necessarily distinct l , . . . , l g L such that L l is equi¨ alent to a1 n 0
 .  .composition factor of L l m ??? m L l .1 n
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5. POLARIZATION
We define an antiautomorphism t of U by
t E s qF Ky1 , t F s qy1K E , t K s K , a g p , m g L , .  .  .a a a a a a m m
5.1 .
and
t xy s t y t x , x , y g U . .  .  .
It is easy to check that t preserves the generating relations of U and
windeed defines an antiautomorphism of U. In fact, by comparing with Jan,
 .x9.20 3 , it can be seen that only the relations involving the odd simple root
need to be checked, and this is immediate. Note also that
t 2 s 1, D(t s t m t (D . 5.2 .  .
DEFINITION 5.1. Let M be a U-module. We say that a bilinear form
 :, on M is t-invariant if
 :  :um, m9 s m , t u m9 , for all m , m9 g M and u g U . .
w xThe same proof of Lemma 9.20 in Jan works in our case, so we have
 .  :LEMMA 5.2. a If , is a t-in¨ariant bilinear form on a U-module
 :M, then distinct weight spaces of M are orthogonal with respect to , .
 .b A tensor product of t-in¨ariant bilinear forms is t-in¨ariant.
 . q  .c Let l g S and let ¨ g L l be a highest weight ¨ector. Thenl
 :  .  :there is a unique t-in¨ariant bilinear form , on L l such that ¨ , ¨ sl l
1. This bilinear form is nondegenerate and symmetric.
 .  :d If , is a t-in¨ariant bilinear form on a finite-dimensional U-
module M, then distinct isotypic components of M are orthogonal with respect
 :to , .
w xThe following lemma is similar to Jan, Lemma 9.22 .
LEMMA 5.3. Let M be a finite-dimensional U-module, and suppose that
 .  .  :M is an A-submodule in M satisfying A1 ] A3 in Definition 2.2. Let ,
be a t-in¨ariant bilinear form on M taking ¨alues in A on M = M. Then we
ha¨e
Ä Ä :  :E x , y ' x , F y mod tA , for all x , y g M and a g p . 5.3 .  .a a
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w xProof. By appealing to the proof of Jan, Lemma 9.22 we only need to
 . .check the case in which a is the odd simple root. By Lemma 5.2 a d , we
1 .  .  .may assume that M s L n or L y, n n g Z and x s ¨ , y sq nym2
  ..¨ notation as in 2.22 .ny my1.
 .From 2.17 we have
mmy1m. my1. m.w xEF s y1 F K ; 1 y m q y1 F E. 5.4 .  .  .q , t
Hence we have
my 1m. my1.w xE ¨ s E F ¨ s y1 F K ; 1 y m ¨ s c¨ , .  . . q , tnym n n nymy1.
5.5 .
where the constant c is defined by
my 1w xy1 K ; 1 y m ¨ s c¨ . 5.6 .  .q , t n n
 .To verify 5.3 , we need to consider different cases.
Case 1. n g Z . In this case,q
q nt1ym y qyn ty1 ym.my1c s " y1 . y1q y q
t 2 nq1ym y ty2 ny1qmnqms " y1 , . 2 y2t y t
 .  .where the " sign depends on whether the module is L n or L y, n . We
have
Ä Ä m. my1. :  :  :Ex , y s EF ¨ , y s F ¨ , yn n
y1 m. :s c EF ¨ , y by 5.5 . .n
y1 m. :  :s c F ¨ , t E y t-invariance of , .  .n
y1 m. y1 my1. :s c F ¨ , qFK F ¨ by 5.1 . .n n
y1 m. ynqm my1. :s c F ¨ , " q FF ¨n n
y1 ynqm  m. m. :w xs "c q m F ¨ , F ¨t n n
y1 ynqm Ä :w xs "c q m x , Fy .t
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Note that
y1 ynqm w x"c q m t
ynqm2 y2 2 m ymt y t yt t y t .  .nqms y1 . 2 nq1ym y2 ny1qm y1t y t t y t
t 2 q 1 t 2 m y 1 .  .
s ' 1 mod t , .4 nq2y2 mt y 1
Ä Ä :  :  .so we have Ex, y ' x, Fy mod tA in this case.
1Case 2. n g Z q . From the previous calculation, one can see thatq 2
the " sign will be canceled in the computation, so we may assume the
 .module is L n . Then
nqm 2 nq1ym y2 ny1qmy1 i t q t .  .
c s ,2 y2t y t
and
Ä y1 y1 my1. :  :Ex , y s c x , qFK F ¨n
y1 ynqm Ä :w xs c yi q m x , Fy . . t
Note that
y t q ty1 ty2 nqm t 2 m y 1 .  .y1 ynqm w xc yi q m s ' 1 mod t , .  .t 2 nq1ym y2 ny1qmt q t
Ä Ä :  :  .so we again have Ex, y ' x, Fy mod tA . The proof of the lemma is
now complete.
 :  :If , is a bilinear form as in Lemma 5.3, then , induces a bilinear
form
 :, : Mrt M = Mrt M ª C, 5.7 .0
such that
Ä Ä :  :E x , y s x , F y , for all x , y g Mrt M and a g p . 5.8 .0 0a a
 .DEFINITION 5.4. Let M , B be a crystal base of a finite-dimensional
 .U-module M. A polarization of M , B is a symmetric t-invariant bilinear
 :form , on M that takes values in A on M = M such that
 :b , b9 s d , for all b , b9 g B. 5.9 .0 b , b9
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w xThe proof of Proposition 9.23 in Jan is conceptual and applies to our
U, so we have
 .PROPOSITION 5.5. Let M , B be a crystal base of a finite-dimensional
 :  .U-module M, let , be a polarization of M , B .
 .  :a The form , is nondegenerate on M,
 : 4M s x g M : x , y g A for all y g M , 5.10 .
and
 : 4M s x g M : x , x g A . 5.11 .
 .  .b Let L , B9 be a crystal base of a finite-dimensional U-module L.
 .Then the tensor product of a polarization of L , B9 with a polarization of
 .  .M , B is a polarization of L m M , B9 m B .
 .c The lattice M is the direct sum of its intersections with the isotypic
components of the U-module M.
In Propositions 5.6 and 5.8 below, we will ignore the Z gradings on the2
composition factors of the tensor products.
 .PROPOSITION 5.6. a For l s v or v r2, the crystal base constructed1 r
in Section 3 admits a polarization.
 . q   .  ..  .b Let m g S be such that L m , B m is a crystal base of L m
 . qthat admits a polarization, and let l be as in part a . If n g S such that
 .  .  .L n is equi¨ alent to a composition factor of L m m L l , then
  .  ..  .L n , B n is a crystal base of L n and it admits a polarization.
 .Proof. Part a is immediate. In fact, in either case, the bilinear form is
 : defined by ¨ , ¨ s d , where j , z are both in S or r y G notation asj z jz 1
.  .  .in Section 3 . To prove part b , we use part a , Theorem 4.1, Lemma 5.3,
w xand Proposition 5.5 to argue as in the proof of Proposition 9.24 in Jan .
q   .  ..  .THEOREM 5.7. For all l g S , L l , B l is a crystal base for L l ,
and it admits a polarization.
Proof. Use Propositions 5.6 and 4.3. Apply induction to the number of
factors in the tensor product described by Proposition 4.3.
w xNote that Lemmas 9.18 and 9.26 of Jan hold in our case; thus as a
consequence of Theorem 5.7, we have the following
q  .  .PROPOSITION 5.8. Let l, m, n g S . Let the type of L m m L n be e .
 .  .Then if e 9 / e , the multiplicity of L e 9, l as composition factor of L m m
 .  .L n is 0; and if e 9 s e , the multiplicity of L e 9, l is equal to the number of
Ä m , a k .q1 .b g B n such that E b s 0 for all a g p .lym a
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As in the Lie algebra case, we can define the crystal graph of a crystal
base. Let us consider two examples.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the case r s 2. Let us denote the generators by
"1 "1  .E , F , K , E, F, K with E, F odd as before . In the diagramsa a a
below, the actions of E, F are indicated by 1, and the actions of E , Fa a
 .are indicated by 0. The crystal graph for L v is given by1
0 1 1 06 6 6 6
v v v v v
 .and the crystal graph for L v is given by2
1 1 06 6 6
v v v v
6 6
0 0
v v
6 6
1 1
1 0 16 6 6
v v v v
 .  . If m is a weight such that m, a s a and m, b s b b is the odd simple
.  .  .  .  .root , we write m s a, b . Then a s 2, y1 , b s y1, 1 , v s 1, 0 ,1
 .  .and v s 0, 1 . Let l s 1, 1 . We want to decompose the tensor product2
 .  .  k.  k.L l m L v . We have l, a s 1, l, b s 2. Thus from the crystal2
 .  .graph of L v , we see that all elements b g B v but the middle one2 2
Ä m , g k .q1on the right vertical line satisfy the condition E b s 0 for allg
 .  .  .g g p . Hence L l m L v has nine composition factors, namely, L 1, 2 ,2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .L 3, 0 , L 1, 1 with multiplicity 2 , L 1, 0 , P L 2, 1 , P L 2, 0 , P L 0, 2 ,
 .and P L 0, 1 .
 .  .EXAMPLE 2. Consider M s L v r2 m L v r2 . We have v sr r r
1 .  d . Hence the weights of L v r2 are given by "d " d " ??? "1F iF r i r 1 22
.  k.d . Note that M is of type y1. Since v r2, a s 0 if a g p is evenr r
 k.and v r2, a s 1, to apply Proposition 5.8 to decompose M, we firstr r
Ä .  .find all elements b g B v r2 such that E b s 0 for a even andr a
Ä2  .  .  .E b s 0. By using 3.2 ] 3.4 and the weight set of L v r2 , it is clear thata rr Äwe only need to find those b such that E b s 0 for a even. This is thea
 .same as finding all weights l of L v r2 such that l q a is not a weightr i
 .of L v r2 for 1 F i F r y 1. Then it is easy to see that these weights arer
1  .  .d q ??? qd y d y ??? yd 1 F i F r and v r2, each occurring1 iy1 i r r2
with multiplicity one. Now by adding v r2 to all of these weights, we getr
the set of highest weights for the composition factors of M: d q ??? qd1 i
 .s v 1 F i F r and 0. Note that v y v s d is odd, v y v s di r ry1 r r ry2 r
q d is even, and in general v y v g Rq iff i is even. Set v s 0ry1 r ryi 0
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w xand let x be the integer part of the real number x; then we have the
decomposition
w x w . xrr2 ry1 r2
L v r2 m L v r2 ( L y1, v [ P L y1, v . .  .  .  .[ [r r ry2 i ry2 iy1
is0 is0
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